
Trade Tales

Future Tradies
January 16th, 2024 - Tools to
Empower collaborated with Embers
for a captivating "What is a Trade"
workshop. With the generous
support of sponsors City Electric
Building Supply and Skilled Trades
BC, the event was a hit! Two TTE
team members guided the Embers
in crafting robot lamps, providing
hands-on experience with electrical
components and tools. This
invaluable sponsorship played a key
role in sparking a lasting passion for
trades and STEM among the
participants.

February 28th, 2024 - TTE teamed
up with a Girl Guide Troop for an
exciting woodworking workshop.
After a quick safety briefing and
PPE introduction, the girls dove into
crafting wooden cats and even tried
their hands at using a mitre saw! It
was a day of creativity, skill-building,
and lots of fun, opening up the
world of trades to the next
generation of tradeswomen.



SHOUT OUT TO CHBA
for partnering with TTE
and making our April so

memorable.

Skills Canada Competition
Abbotsford marked our first expo
appearance—a moment of genuine
excitement! We engaged attendees with
our interactive Robot Keychain workshops,
offering hands-on experience with
essential tools like screwdrivers, handsaws,
and Bessey clamps. 

Thank you to Terri for organizing and inviting
us to the PG Trade Expo. We had a fantastic
time engaging with the community and
sharing our passion for trades and STEM!

Prince George 
Trades Expo

The highlight of our Prince George visit
was undoubtedly our hammer
competition! Participants showcased
their skills and strength.
Sponsored by PG Rona

Hammer Competition 



BIG THANKS TO BCCWITT  FOR MAKING OUR
MEET-UPS POSSIBLE!

Our meet-ups have been a blast, bringing people from all over the Fraser Valley to
connect, build a supportive, and engaging community. If you're in trades, STEM, or

simply interested in the industry, join us to connect with like-minded individuals, share
experiences, and empower each other. We meet on the first Sunday of every month at

1:30 PM for networking and support.

Our Meet-ups

UPCOMING MEET UPS
June 2nd - La Reina Abbotsford 

July 7th - Dale Park Langley  SWAP MEET 


